
For individual customer installations you can order empty 
horizontal crimps. You can also get horizontal crimps with 
recessed snap in tracks, lashing rails or airline rails.

Rubbing strips and scuff rails (also flush-mounted) as well as 
recessed double-deck rails are available for you. We can also 
foam in empty pipes with ø 14 and 28 mm for you on request.

To securely fasten your installations, internal metal rein-
forcements are individually possible in panel production. 
For your customised construction we offer:

 

The reinforcements can be combined for different componen-
ts and completely replace wooden inserts.

Rapid information for our customer.
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You use sandwich panels or corresponding kits because of 
the good insulation, low weight, attractive appearance and 
great bending stiffness. Do you know the many options that 
help you create the desired structure more efficiently?

These include the various outer layers such as steel, alumi-
nium or GRP, as well as the cut-outs, adapted to your drawing, 
for your doors, flaps, fans or 
windows

You can also get AluTeam doors 
and flaps that can be integra-
ted into a panel to use it as a 
side or partition wall.

Panels according to your needs:

More possibilities!

Reinforcement type e.g. for

Flat Reinforcement 60 x 8 mm 
across full width or height

Light refrigeration units, cei-
ling evaporators, electric roller 
shutter drives

Crimp Reinforcement  
25 x 1.176 mm recessed cargo tracks

Cargo Track Reinforcement  
150 x 1.176 mm attached cargo tracks

Reinforcing Plates 
450 x 1.176 mm area reinforcements

Corner Reinforcements  
300 x 300 mm

 corner reinforcements 
 in door cut-outs

Module Reinforcements  
(order-related)  all common cooling units

Cut outs and Reinforcing elements

 Prefabricated body ex works!

Are you busy, but want to help 
your customers promptly? Then 
simply order an already assembled 
insulated prefabricated box body  
instead of panels or a kit.

 

In this model, the foamed-in 
reinforcements are attached 
to the outer layer for 
demonstration purposes!


